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Chapter 1 

Cutting Out Fragments 
The logic is invariant, ... 
but the data are different. 

So the results are different. 

from "Stranger in a Strange Land," Robert Heinlein 

1.1 Looking for the Right Language 
The rules of the game are set: we are searching for good formal languages for specific 
tasks, where by "formal languages" we mean languages with a precise syntax and se
mantics, and by "specific tasks" we mean reasoning tasks. In particular, we will focus 
on reasoning tasks involving inference and hence a further condition is required on our 
notion of formal language, namely it should provide a calculus defining some kind of 
consequence relation. 

We might as well start by looking into why first-order logic (FO) is not necessarily 
the best choice in all cases. First, it might be too complex for the reasoning task we 
have to address. 

T H E O R E M 1.1. The satisfiability problem for first-order logic is not decidable. 

If we are in search of effective inference mechanisms, Theorem 1.1 immediately disquali
fies first-order logic. Of course, if what we require are languages for specifying properties 
to verify in a given model, i.e. if our problem requires only model checking, then FO 
enters the list of candidates again. But on the other hand, even with all its expressive 
power, it is possible that FO just does not provide exactly the needed expressivity. For 
example, 

T H E O R E M 1.2. First-order logic cannot define the transitive closure of a relation. 

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 show that there might be different reasons why we need to look for 
alternatives to FO, in addition they will also let us introduce a number of definitions and 
notions that will keep coming up as a central theme in the thesis, like the importance 
of formal syntax and semantics, the use of model-theoretical techniques like reduction 
arguments and games, comparisons of expressive power, etc. To make things crystal 
clear, let us start by formally introducing first-order logic. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.3. [First-order language] Let REL = {RUR2,...} be a countable set 
of relation symbols. FUN = {fi,f2 } a countable set of function symbols, CON = 

3 



4 Chapter 1. Cutting Out Fragments 

{ci, c2 } a countable set of constant symbols and VAR = {xi,x2 } a countable set 
of variables. We assume that REL. FUN. CON and VAR are pairwise disjoint. To each 
relation symbol R, e REL and each function symbol ƒ, e FUN we associate an arity 
n > 0. We call S = (REL. FUN. CON. VAR) a signature, and we will sometimes focus 
on relational signatures where FUN = {}. This is usually not a restriction as we can 
represent functions as constrained relations. 

The well-formed terms of the first-order language over the signature (REL. FUN. 
CON, VAR) are 

TERMS :=xt \ * | A(* i , . . . ,tn), 

where, xt G VAR. a e CON. ƒ, e FUN of arity n and tl f„ e TERMS. The 
well-formed formulas over the signature are 

FORMS := T | t, = t2 | Riitt,... . tn) | - .p | if! A <p2 \ Bxtjp, 

where tu t2,... ,tn € TERMS, /?, e REL is an n-ary relation symbol, (/?, <p1: ip2 e FORMS 
and xt e VAR. As usual, we take V. - h o and V as defined symbols. 

Turning to semantics, first-order formulas are interpreted on first-order models. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.4. [First-order models and satisfiability] A first-order model for a sig
nature S, is a structure M = (M,-M) where M is a non-empty set and -M is an 
interpretation function defined over REL U FUN U CONS such that -M assigns an n-ary 
relation over M to n-ary relation symbols in REL, an n-ary function nM -> M to n-ary 
function symbols in FUN, and an element in M to constant symbols in CONS. When 
the signature is small, we will simple write M = (M. {Rf4}. {ff4}, {c^}) instead of 
M = (M. -M). 

An assignment g for .Vf is a mapping g : VAR -> M. Given an assignment g for M. 
x e VAR and m G M. we define g^ (an x-variant of g) by g^(x) - m and g^(y) = g{y) 
for x / y. Given a model A"! and an assignment g for M. the interpretation function 
••M can be extended to all elements in TERMS: 

xf4 = g(xi) 
m,...,tn)M = fM{t?,...,c). 

Finally the satisfiability relation b is defined as 

M b T\g] 
M b *! = r2[ff] 

X b -VW 

.VI = 3xi.ip[g] 

If a given formula \p is satisfied under every assignment for M. we say that <p is m M 
in M and write .VI b \p. For a sentence ip, let Mod(<p) = {M \ M \= f}. 

always 
iff tM - tM 

iff RM{t? t^) 

iff M£<p\g] 

iff .VI = ^ [ 5 ] and .VI b ^2[#] 

iff M b *%£;] for some m e M. 
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A piece of notation now. for a given language £.. let Sat(C) denote the satisfiability 
problem for C (i.e.. the problem of deciding wether a formula of £ is satisfiable), and 
Val(C) the dual validity problem. 

We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 1.1. In 1936. Church put forward a 
bold thesis: every computable function from natural numbers to natural numbers is 
recursive in the sense of Herbrand-Gödel-Kleene. He then showed that no recursive 
function could decide the validity of first-order sentences, and concluded that there 
was no decision algorithm for Sat(FO) [Church, 1936]. Independently, a different proof 
was published by Turing a year later [Turing, 1937], by formalizing Turing machines 
by means of first-order formulas, and reducing an undecidable class of particular word 
problems for Turing machines to the validity problem of the encoding. But a very simple 
proof can be given by means of an undecidable tiling or domino problem [Berger, 1966]. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.5. [The N x N tiling problem] A tiling system, is a triple T = (T.H.V) 
where T is a finite set (the set of tiles), and H,V C T x T are relations expressing 
horizontal and vertical compatibility constraints between the tiles. 

We say that T tiles N x N if there exists a tiling function ( : N x N - > T such that 
for all (x,y) G N x N, whenever t(x,y) = tu t(x + l,y) = t2 and t(x,y + 1) = t3 then 
H{t1,t2) and V(tut3). 

In [Berger, 1966] the undecidability of the N x N tiling problem is proved by reducing 
the halting problem for Turing machines to the problem of deciding whether a tiling 
function exists, for any given tiling system. Tiling problems are also very useful as a 
means to establish complexity lower bounds [Chlebus, 1986]. 

P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 1.1. Consider the following encoding into FO of a given tiling 
system T = ({tu ... ,tn},H, V) (from [Gurevich. 1976]). For h, v. tu ... ,t„ unary func
tions, let ip(x) be the conjunction of the following formulas 

h(v(x)) = v{h(x)), 

\/{t,,{x) =x | 1 <i< n} , 

/\{U{x) = x -> -<(*,• (z) = x) | 1 < * < j < n}, 

\J{ti(x) = xA tj{h{x)) = h{x) | H(ti, tj)}. 

\J{ti{x) = x A tj(v{x)) = v(x) | V(ti,tj)}-

It is almost trivial to verify that \/x.<p(x) is satisfiable iff T tiles N x N ^ T . From right 
to left, let t be a tiling function, then M = ( N x N , -M), where 

tf{a,b) = (a.b) if t(a,b)=ti 

tf(a,b) = (a + 1 .6+1) if t(a, b) / t, 

hM(a.b) = (a + l,b) 

vM{a,b) = (a, 6 + 1) 

satisfies Vx.<p(x). For the other direction, assume M \= Vx.ip(x) and let a G M be fixed 
but arbitrary, then the function 

t{n,m) = U iff M\=ti(hn(vm(x))) = hn{vm{x))[a] 

is a tiling function. QED 
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As we see from the proof, very little of first-order expressive power is needed to arrive at 
undecidability. If the language has a countable number of unary function symbols and 
equality then only one variable is needed, and the formulas are purely universal. As we 
already said, we can always trade the function symbols used in the encoding for relational 
symbols, and use the language itself to force them to behave as functions (enforcing 
totality Vx.3y.(R(x,y)) and functionality Wxyiy2.{{R{x,yi) A R(x,y2)) -¥ V\ = J/2)), 
but notice that we pay a price on more variables and a more complicated pattern of 
quantification. 

Studying this kind of trade-off is a long standing project of classical logic, and at
tempts to map decidable and undecidable fragments of FO are varied [Ackermann, 1954; 
Lewis, 1979; Borger et al. 1997]. We will elaborate on this point in Section 1.2. when 
we analyze different fragments of FO. 

The discussion so far may be summarized by saying that FO is, in some cases, too 
expressive: it allows us to encode undecidable problems. At the same time it is often 
not expressive enough. A typical example when expressivity beyond first-order logic is 
called for, is the need to refer to the transitive closure of a relation in a model. As we 
stated in Theorem 1.2, first-order logic lacks the expressive power required to define the 
transitive closure of a relation. For the proof of the theorem we will introduce another 
important tool: a way to compare models. 

Suppose we want to prove that a certain property P is not expressible in first-order 
logic. One way of showing this is to exhibit two first-order models, which agree on 
all first-order sentences, but such that P is true in one and false in the other. This 
argument can be refined further: suppose we are able to prove that for any k 6 N there 
are two first-order models M.u and A4 such that they agree on all first-order sentences 
up to quantifier rank k but they disagree on the truth value of P. This is enough, as 
any first-order sentences defining P will have a certain fixed finite quantifier rank. 

Ehrenfeucht [1961] established a strong correlation between the truth of sentences 
of quantifier rank A: in a pair of models, and the rounds of a model comparison game. 
Let us define things formally. The notion of partial isomorphism is one of the crucial 
ingredients. 

DEFINITION 1.6. [Partial isomorphism] Let M. and A^ be first-order models over a re
lational signature S. Let p : M —» N be a partial map. p is said to be a partial 
isomorphism from M to M iff 

i. p is injective, 
11. Vc e CONS, c^ e dom(p) and pfV") = c*, 

m. V7?G REL and a,, . . . , an e dom{p), RM(au... .an) iff R^(p(ai), ... ,p{an)). 

Notice that, in general, partial isomorphisms do not preserve the validity of formulas 
with quantifiers as isomorphisms do. But interestingly, they allow us to introduce a 
notion of extensions which will match the restriction to a fixed quantifier rank. This 
will become clear in Definition 1.8 below. First, we introduce the game-theoretical 
perspective, which is more intuitive in many cases. 

DEFINITION 1.7. [Ehrenfeucht games] Let M and A' be first-order models over the same 
relational signature. The Ehrenfeucht game Gk{M,M) is played by two players called 
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the Spoiler and the Duplicator. Each player has to make k moves in the course of a 
play. The players take turns. In his z-th move the Spoiler first selects a structure, Af or 
A', and an element in this structure. If the Spoiler chooses et in M, then the Duplicator 
in his i-th move chooses an element ƒ,• in A'. If the Spoiler chooses ƒ* in A", then the 
Duplicator chooses an element e, in M. The Duplicator wins the game if ë <-¥ ƒ is a 
partial isomorphism from M to A". Otherwise the Spoiler wins. We say that one of the 
players has a winning strategy in Gk{M,.\ir), if it is possible for him to win each play 
whatever choices are made by the opponent. 

Ehrenfeucht games provide a natural characterization of elementary equivalence up to 
rank k. If Duplicator has a winning strategy for the game Gk(M,N), then M and A" 
agree on all sentences up to quantifier rank k (notation M =*, A/"). The advantage of 
Ehrenfeucht games is that the existence of a winning strategy for Duplicator is often 
easy to grasp. Their disadvantage is that sometimes, arguments proving this are hard 
to describe. 

Instead, Fraïssé [1954] provided a purely algebraic characterization by means of k-
back-and-forth systems. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.8. [/c-back-and-forth systems] Let M and N be two first-order models on 
a relational signature. A k-back-and-forth system is a sequence {Ij)j<k with the following 
properties: 

i. Every Ij is a non-empty set of partial isomorphisms from M. to N. 
n. (Forth property) Vj < k. p e Ij+i. and m € M there is q e Ij extending p and 

m G dom(q). 
in. (Back property) Vj < k. p e Ij+i, and n e N there is q € Ij extending p and 

n £ ran(q). 
We say that M and A" are k -isomorphic (notation M =*• N) if there is a fc-back-and-
forth system between them. 

The pieces are put together in the following result. 

T H E O R E M 1.9. [Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé Theorem] Given two first-order models M and A" 
on a relational signature, and k £ N, the following are equivalent 

i. Duplicator has a winning strategy in Gk{M,J\f). 

ii. M =k A". 
in. M =k A". 

We have now all the machinery we need to embark on the proof of Theorem 1.2 (from 
[Ebbinghaus and Flum. 1999]). 

P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 1.2. We want to show that the relation TC(R) = R+ of tran
sitive closure is not first-order definable. We start by proving a simpler claim. A first-
order model over the relational signature ({/?}. {}. {}, {}), where R is binary is called 
a (simple, possibly infinite) graph. We say that a class C of models in this signature is 
first-order definable if there exists a first-order sentence ip such that C = Mod(ip). We 
say that a graph (M, R) is connected if any two different elements in M are related in 
R+, the transitive closure of R. 
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CLAIM 1.10. The class CONN of connected graphs is not first-order definable. 

PROOF OF CLAIM. For / e N. let C, be the graph given by a cycle of length I + 1: 

c, = ({o /}. {(i, i +1), (. + i ,o ! o < i < i} u {(o. /). (/. o)}). 

We will show that 

for every k £ K I > 2*, Ct =k C, l+l Ch (1.1) 

where t+) denotes disjoint union. The claim follows from (1.1), because suppose ip defines 
CONN, and let k be the quantifier rank of ip. As C2k is connected, then C2k |= <p, 
as C2k =k C2k Ü C2k then also C2k til C2k f= ip, and C2* t±J C2k e Mod(^) = CONN, a 
contradiction. 

We use Theorem 1.9 to prove (1.1). Intuitively, the winning strategy of Duplicator 
works by picking points which are sufficiently far apart. Whenever Spoiler tries to 
signal a difference between C; and Ci ttl Ci by choosing points in the different connected 
components of C; ttlCj, during round j . Duplicator chooses points in C; which are at least 
at a distance IK This is enough for the logic to think of them as unreachable. Formally, 
for a graph Q, let ds : G x G —> N be the length of a minimal path between two elements 
of Q if such path exists, or oo otherwise. Define for j e N, the "truncated" j-distance 
function £ by 

fd?(e,e') i£dP(e,e>)<V+\ 
dj(e,e)=i . J I oo otherwise. 

It is easy to verify that {U)j<m is an m-back-and-forth system between Ci and Ci ttl C; if 
I > 2m. where 13 = {p \ df{e.e') = cf/^'(p(e),p(e')), for e,e' G dom(p)}. H 

From the claim, it follows that TC(R) is not first-order definable. For suppose it were 
definable; let tp{x,y) be a first-order formula defining TC(R). i.e.. M = p[m.m'\ iff 
(m, m') e /?+. Then CONN can be defined as the class of models {M \ M (= \lxy.{-^{x = 
y) -*• v(x, y))}. QED 

After all the work we have done in this section we can happily agree that first-order 
logic comes with many powerful techniques, which is perhaps one of its strongest points. 
But these same tools let us establish results like Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, which signal 
important weaknesses when we have certain kind of applications in mind. 

In the chapters to come we will discuss how fragments of FO, or fragments of exten
sions of FO, can be fine-tuned to provide effective reasoning methods, good meta-logical 
properties, better complexity results, and the exact expressive power needed. 

1.2 Fragments of FO, and Extensions 

But, there are continuum many different fragments. Obviously, we don't want to con
sider all of them. How do we define unice fragments''? A first possibility is to restrict 
attention to classes presentable in some fixed way. For example, to consider finite classes 
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(i.e.. classes with a finite number of models) would be an option, but these classes might 
be of little applicability if we are interested in inference. 

General syntactic and semantic constraints are probably better suited for the job. 
For example, we could use the semantic consequence relation: for a sentence a. let 
Cn(a) be the set of all first-order consequences of a. We can now consider the following 
problem, given a sentence a. decide whether the decision problem for Cn(a) is decidable 
(i.e.. whether for an arbitrary sentence 0 it is possible to decide if 0 G Cn(a)). A simple 
reduction argument shows that this problem is as hard as Sat(FO) itself. Another 
possibility is to choose a certain class of structures (lattices, rings, . . . ) and attempt 
to characterize its first-order theory, but this seems to be more the work of (perhaps 
Universal) Algebra. 

In Logic, the syntactic path has been (much) more prevalent. For a long time, logi
cians have been interested in classes of formulas defined by simple syntactic restrictions. 
In [1915], Löwenheim gave a decision procedure for the satisfiability of sentences with 
only unary predicates. He also proved that sentences with only binary predicates form 
a reduction class for validity, i.e., this set of sentences is such that there is a recursive 
function ƒ from first-order sentences into sentences with only binary predicates with the 
property that tp is valid iff f(ip) is. Löwenheim's undecidability result was sharpened 
by Kalmar in [1936]: one binary predicate suffices. This implies, for example, that the 
first-order theory of graphs is undecidable. 

Even if we restrict ourselves to syntactic ways of cutting out fragments, there are 
different possibilities. 

1.2.1 Prenex Normal Form Fragments 

Some of the most familiar fragments of first-order logic are defined by means of restric
tions on the quantifier prefix of formulas in prenex normal form. As is standard, we 
will refer to prenex normal form fragments by using finite strings over {3, 3*. V. V*}. For 
example, the string V3* represents the class of first-order formulas in prenex normal 
form, where the quantifier prefix starts with a universal quantifier which is followed by 
zero or more existential quantifiers. 

Theorem 1.1 shows that if functional symbols are allowed in the language, then the 
simple V fragment is already undecidable. As is traditional, in what follows we will only 
discuss fragments over relational signatures. Here are some of the best known results. 
In 1920, Skolem showed that V*3* sentences form a reduction class for satisfiability. 
In 1928, Bernays and Schönfinkel gave a decision procedure for the satisfiability of 
3*V3* sentences. Gödel, Kalmar and Schutte, independently in 1931, 1933 and 1934 
respectively, discovered decision procedures for the satisfiability of 3*V23* sentences. In 
1933. Gödel showed that V33* sentences form a reduction class for satisfiability. More 
recently, Kahr in 1962 proved the undecidability of 5ai(V3V). 

These results are interesting and useful, as is witnessed by the following immediate 
application. Suppose we built a formal specification (for example, of a certain mathemat
ical structure) by means of first-order sentences which enumerate the needed properties. 
If all the formulas used lie inside one of the decidable classes mentioned above, then 
there exist a completely mechanic way of determining if such a structure exists (i.e.. by 
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checking the consistency of the specification). 
The collection of similar results was eventually organized in what is known today as 

the Classification Problem for first-order logic: 

Which fragments are decidable for satisfiability and which are undecidable? 
Which fragments are decidable for finite satisfiability (satisfiable in a finite model) 
and which are undecidable? 
Which fragments have the finite model property and which contain axioms of 
infinity (that is, satisfiable formulas without finite models)? 

Finite models are important because for any fragment F of first-order logic having the 
finite model property, Saf(F) can be decided provided that we can decide membership 
of a formula in F. The classification problem for prenex normal form fragments admits 
a complete finite solution. This follows from the Classifiability Theorem of Gurevich 
[1969]. Also the complexity, for the cases where the fragment is decidable, is fairly well 
mapped out (see [Borger et al, 1997] for the most up-to-date account). 

In other words, the issue of decidability/undecidability for prenex normal form frag
ments of FO is pretty much settled. But in other aspects these fragments are not 
satisfactory at all. In almost all cases, the study of their meta-logical properties is dif
ficult as they don't have a neat model theory. The restrictions are "too syntactical" in 
nature for issues like axiomatization or semantic characterization to be manageable. 

1.2.2 Finite Variable Fragments 

Let FOfc be the restriction of first-order logic over a relational signature to formulas 
that contain only the variables X\,... ,Xk, from some fixed enumeration of VAR. Finite-
variable fragments of first-order logic were introduced for technical reasons in [Henkin, 
1967]. Logics with only a finite number of variables are important in many branches of 
mathematical logic and its applications, including finite model theory, model checking, 
database query languages and knowledge representation. Notice that these fragments 
cannot be "turned into prenex normal form." In the transformation to prenex normal 
form new variables are needed to push out quantifiers. In fact, the clever reuse of 
variables is crucial. 

EXAMPLE 1.11. [Borger et al, 1997] Given a graph G, we need n + 1 variables to char
acterize a path of length n in Q, if we require the formula to be in prenex normal form 

3xQ...xn.( f\ E(xi,xi+i)), 

0<i<n 

but a formula in FO2 is enough if we allow reuse 

3XQXI.{E{XQ,X\) A 3XO.(E(X\,XQ) A . . . ) ) . 

The satisfiability problem for FO* is undecidable. even for formulas without equality, 
for all k > 3. given that FO3 already extends the prefix class V3V. That FO2 (without 
equality) is decidable was first proved in [Scott, 1962], the result was extended to the 
language with equality in [Mortimer, 1975]. 
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T H E O R E M 1.12. FO2 has the finite model property, hence Sat{F02) is decidable. 

In [Gradel et al. 1997a] the complexity upper bound set by Mortimer is improved 
to an essentially optimal single exponential in the model size, proving Sat(F02) € 
N T I M E ( 2 ° ( " > ) . This result can be extended to FO2 with constant symbols, but that 
seems to be the decidability boundary: the Sat problem of FO2 (even without equality) 
extended with a single unary function is undecidable. Also, the satisfiability problem 
for the one variable fragment of FO is undecidable if unary functions are allowed. 

[Gradel et al. 1997b; Pacholski et al. 1997; Gradel et al, 1999] provide a detailed 
analysis of (un)decidability phenomena for FO2 and extensions. A particularly inter
esting case (see Section 2.2) is C2. the extension of FO2 (with equality) by counting 
quantifiers 3 ^ m and 3^m for m e N. It is almost immediate to see that C2 does not have 
the finite model property. The formula 

Vx.3= 1 y.R(x. y) A Vy3^x.R(x, y) A 3y.\/x.^R(x. y) 

forces R to be the graph of an injective and not surjective function in the domain, 
which can only be satisfied on an infinite model. However, Sat(C2) is shown to be 
NExpTlME-complete if unary coding for numbers in quantifiers is used. 

For further results and critical discussions of pros and cons of FO*, see [Andréka et al, 
1998]. This paper shows failure of the Los-Tarski and Craig interpolation theorems inside 
finite variable fragments. In [Areces and Marx, 1998], failure of (even weak) interpolation 
in FO* for k > 2 is proved as a corollary of a more general result concerning failure of 
the interpolation property. A short direct proof is also provided, showing that very little 
is needed to achieve failure of interpolation in finite variable fragments. Let h2 be the 
derivation system defined as follows 

Axl Every propositional tautology is an axiom scheme. 

Ax2j Vxi.(ip -^ip)-> (Vxi.ip ->• Vxi.rp), for i e {0.1}. 

Ax3 VxiXfj.ip —>• \/xoXi.^p. 

MP From ip and ip —>• ip infer ip. 

UG, From ip infer Wxi.p, for i 6 {0,1}. 

Clearly H2 is sound for first-order logic, but hopelessly incomplete. Trivial validities like 
Vx0.(x0 = x0) and 3x0x0.if «-»• 3x0.ip are not theorems of h2 . 

T H E O R E M 1.13. [Areces and Marx, 1998] For every k, there exist FO2 formulas <p and 
ip such that 

i. if \-2 ip, and 

n. for every FO* formula 9 in the common language of tp and ip. either <p \^ 9 or 
9^v. 

These formulas can be algorithmically obtained and have size polynomial in k. Either 
•p and xjj are in disjoint languages but both contain the equality symbol, or they are 
equality-free but the common language contains one binary predicate. 
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Even though it is difficult to put a finger on it. and in spite of the previous negative 
rpsnlts. finite variable fragments spern better suited to nnr purposes than prenex normal 
form fragments. At least they seem to have better meta-logical properties than the prefix 
fragments. For instance, we can use the notion of /c-back-and-forth-systems to provide a 
model-theoretical characterization of FO*. Call a formula invariant f or k-back-and-forth 
systems if and only if whenever there is a fc-back-and-forth system linking two models 
M and A' then M (= <p •»• AT (= tp. 

THEOREM 1.14. [van Benthem, 1995] A first-order formula <p is equivalent to a formula 
in FOk iff it is invariant for k-back-and-forth systems. 

And we can use a version of Ehrenfeucht games, called pebble-games (see [Immerman 
and Kozen, 1989; Ebbinghaus and Flum, 1999]), to obtain game-theoretical characteriza
tions. Furthermore, modified versions of Los-Tarski and Craig Theorems do go through 
(see [Andréka et al, 1998]). 

The main disadvantage of finite variable fragments, though, seems to be their coarse
ness: FO1 is barely interesting, FO2 is just fine, but most of its extensions aren't. With 
respect to decidability, FO2 is not what Vardi [1997] has called robustly decidable, i.e., 
it does not remain decidable when suitable extensions of the language are considered. 
Also, fc-variable fragments have a poor proof theory. No finitely axiomatized Hilbert 
style system exists [Monk. 1969], and the complexity of the necessary axiom schemes is 
inevitably high [Andréka, 1991]. 

1.2.3 Guarded Fragments 

Clearly, the expressive power of FO comes from its quantifiers. In recent years, yet 
another way of defining fragments of first-order logic and its extensions was introduced 
by Andréka, van Benthem and Németi [1998], by imposing restrictions on the way a 
quantifier can be introduced in a formula. 

Let GF, the guarded fragment of first-order logic, be defined as 

Every relational atomic formula R(v) or xt = Xj belongs to GF. 
GF is closed under Boolean operations. 
If y, w are tuples of variables, a(v, w) is an atomic formula and tp is a formula in 
GF such that all free variables of tp occur in a, then also the formulas 3w.(a(v, w) A 
tp(v, w)) and VW.(Q(V, W) -> ip(v, w)) belong to GF. 

The intuitions behind GF are as follows: the new variables w. introduced in tp(v,w) 
by the quantifiers are "bound" to a very simple syntactic condition (the atom a). The 
guard a constrains the part of the model that can be reached by the quantifier, thus 
making decidable the satisfiability problem of the fragment. These intuitions are very 
closely related to the techniques of algebraic relativization (see [Monk. 1993]). Notice 
an important property of the guarded fragment: it restricts neither the pattern of alter
nation of quantifiers as prenex normal form fragments do. nor the number of variables 
used as is done in FO*. 

In the same spirit, the loosely guarded fragment for first-order logic (LGF) is obtained 
by replacing the last clause in the definition of GF by a less strict one: 
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If v, w are tuples of variables, a(v. w) = /\ a, is a conjunction of atoms and ip is a 
formula in LGF. then also the formulas 3w.(a(v, w) A<p(v,w)) and \/w.(a(v, w) —>• 
tp(v, w)) belong to LGF, provided that Free(tp) C Free(a), and for any two variables 
z £ ü), 2' G ö U w there is at least one atom a, that contains both 2 and c'. 

Gradel [2000]. proved that the satisfiability problems for GF and LGF is complete for 
2EXPTIME. Even further, the satisfiability problem for guarded fixed point logic (//GF) 
is also complete for 2EXPTIME [Gradel and Walukiewicz, 1999], where /vGF is obtained 
by adding to the definition of GF the clause 

Let R be a fc-ary relation variable and let v = v\,... , Vk be a A'-tuple of distinct 
variables. Let ip(R, v) be a guarded formula where R appears only positively and 
not in guards and that contains no free variables other than v. Then the formulas 
[LFPRv.ip(v)] and [GFPRv.tp(v)] are in //GF. 

//GF is actually a very powerful language, with expressivity beyond FO. 

EXAMPLE 1.15. [Gradel, 1999] Let ip be the conjunction of the formulas 

3xQXi.R(x0,xi), 

Vxoxi.(R(x0,Xi) -)• 3x0.R(xiX0)). 

VXQXI.(R(XO,XI) -^ [LFP5x0.Va:1.(/?(x1,.'r0) —• SXI)](XQ))-

The first two conjuncts force the model to have an infinite "forward" path through the 
R relation, while the third says that each point in the path is in the least fixed point of 
the operator S H-> {e all i?-predecessors of e are in S}, which is the set of points that 
have only finitely many iï-predecessors. In particular, this forces the path to be acyclic 
and hence the formula has only infinite models. 

Many further results show that guarded fragments have nice behavior. Andréka et al. 
[1998] prove a Los-Tarski theorem for preservation of guarded formulas under submod
els, and also a model-theoretical characterization by means of a suitable definition of 
back-and-forth systems. Hoogland et al. [1999] provide the correct notions of interpola
tion and Beth definability for guarded fragments. Gradel and Walukiewicz' complexity 
results show that these fragments are, to a large extent, robustly decidable. 

It is interesting to investigate how the intuitions built into the guarded fragments 
came to be. They are deeply rooted in modal languages. 

1.3 Why Modal Logic? 

Modal Logic [Blackburn et al., 2000], originally conceived as the logic of necessity and 
possibility, has developed into a powerful mathematical discipline that deals with (re
stricted) description languages for talking about various kinds of relational structures. 
For many years, modal logic was viewed as an extension of propositional logic by the 
addition of the modal operators O and • . but nowadays the picture has changed in 
many directions. 
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First. O and • have lost their privileged position, as a wide variety of new modali
ties have been introduced in recent years, witness for instance the work on Since-Until 
logics [Gabbay et al, 1994]. the universal modality [Goranko and Passy, 1992], the dif
ference operator [de Rijke, 1992], propositional dynamic logic [Harel, 1984], counting 
modalities [de Rijke and van der Hoek, 1995], etc. Moreover, modal logic is no longer 
seen as just an extension of propositional logic, but also as a restriction of FO. 

Again, it is better to do first things first and to start by introducing the basic modal 
language and its formal semantics. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.16. [Basic modal logic] Let PROP = {puP2 } be a countable set of 
propositional variables. The well-formed formulas of the basic modal language over 
PROP are 

FORMS := T | pt | -vp \ <px A ip2 I O'P, 

where pt G PROP and ip, tpi, p2 £ FORMS. We take Up as a shorthand for -IO-K/?. 
A modal model M for £ is a triple M = (M, R, V) such that M is a non-empty set, 

R a binary relation on M, and V : PROP -> Pow(M). Let M = (M, R, V) be a model 
and m € M, then the satisfiability relation IF is defined as 

M.m IF T always 
M, m IF Pi iff m e V(ft), p, € PROP 

M,m\\—>ip iff M,m\y-p 

M,m\\- <pi A<pi iff M,m\\-pt and M,m\h p2 

M, m IF Oip iff for some m' e M such that R(m, m') holds, M, m' IF <p. 

From the definition it is clear that the language can be seen as an extension of propo
sitional logic. But we can now make precise our remark that it is also a fragment of 
first-order logic. Notice that a modal model (M, R, V) can be seen as a first-order model 
by considering V as the part of the interpretation function defining the meaning of unary 
predicate symbols. Also, the conditions defining IF are purely first-order. Putting these 
two intuitions together we obtain the following embedding. 

D E F I N I T I O N 1.17. [Standard translation] Consider the signature S = ({ƒ?} U {Pr j Pi e 
PROP}. {}, {}). And define the translation ST from modal formulas to first-order for
mulas over S as follows: 

STfa) = Pj{x0).pJi e PROP 
ST(-y) = ^ST(p) 

ST{p/\iP) = ST(p)AST{iP) 
ST(0<p) = SxyiRixo^jjASTi^lxo/xj]), 

where j is the smallest index such that Xj does not appear in ST(p). 

T H E O R E M 1.18. [Satisfiability preservation] Let p be a formula in the modal language, 
then for any model M in the appropriate signature, vVf, m IF p iff M (= ST(p)[m}. 

Performing the translation with slightly more care and reusing variables, we can actually 
embed a basic modal formula ip into FO2. 
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DEFINITION 1.19. [Standard translation into FO2] In [Vardi. 1997] the following trans
lation is introduced 

ST{pj) = Pi(x0),J>i€PROP 

ST{<pAip) = ST(r)AST{ip) 
ST(0<p) = 3x1.(R(xo,x1)AVx0.{xo = xi^ST{<p))), 

but this uses a more complicated pattern of quantification and also identity. We can do 
even better by using a pair of mutually recursive functions. 

Pj(x0). v, e PROP STXI {pj) = Pj{Xl), Pj e PROP 
--STXo(ip) STXl(-^<p) = ^STXl{<p) 
STX0(v) A 5TX0(V) STX1 {v A v) = STXi fa,) A STXl(tp) 
3xl.(R(x0,xl) A STXI(p)) STX1 (Oy?) = 3x0.(R(xux0) A STXo(<p)). 

Clearly, Theorem 1.18 can also be proved for these new translations. And notice that 
we have immediately obtained two different proofs of the decidability of the satisfiability 
problem for the basic modal logic, as the range of ST is both inside FO2 and GF. Actually, 
robust decidability obtains, as even the //-calculus [Kozen. 1983] (the extension of the 
basic modal language with fixed points) has an exponential-time decision procedure for 
satisfiability (a double exponential upper bound can easily be obtained via translation 
into //GF). 

The embedding of the modal language into the guarded fragments comes as no 
surprise, as these fragments were actually first thought of as generalizations of the basic 
modal language. But "generalizations" are at odds with our aim of obtaining specialized, 
hand-tailored languages. Modal languages instead, can be used themselves as ways to 
identify interesting fragments of first-order logic, and even of extensions as is shown by 
examples such as the /(-calculus mentioned above, Propositional Dynamic Logic [Harel, 
1984], or the Computational Tree Logic of Clarke and Emerson [1982]. 

Some attractive properties are often shared by modal languages: a propositional fla
vor, a simple and uniform semantics, elegant completeness results, strong decidability, 
interpolation and Beth definability, effective reasoning systems, model-theoretical char
acterizations, adequate tools to compare models. The list is just too long to be given in 
full. In other words, using modal languages as a means to define well behaved fragments 
of first-order logic and extensions seems a promising project. 

1.4 Some Concrete Examples 

EXAMPLE 1.20. Suppose we want to capture the information conveyed in the following 
paragraph: 

'And there is one among them that might have been foaled in the morning of 
the world. The horses of the Nine cannot vie with him; tireless, swift as the 
flowing wind. Shadowfax they called htm. By day his coat glistens like silver; 
and by night it is like a shade, and he passes unseen.' 

from "The Lord of the Rings." J. R. R. Tolkien 

STXo{pj) = 
STXo(^) = 

STXo(ip Ap) = 
STX0(Ov) = 
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We can think of the domain of models as "the set of all things" in Tolkien's world and 
define certain relations among them, like for example the unary relation "tireless-things" 
which consist of the set of things that never tire, or the binary relation "has-coat-like" 
which relates a thing a with a thing b if a happens to have a coat that looks like b. 
"Shadowfax" is, of course, one of the elements in the domain, and we can define a 
special unary relation symbol shadowfax. whose denotation is the singleton subset of 
the domain containing it. Consider the following formulas. 

shadowfax 

/ (foaled) things-existing-in-the-morning-of-the-world A \ 

tireless-things A swift-as-the-wind-things A 

[has-coat-like] things-glistening-like-silver-by-day A 

\ [has-coat-like] things-like-shades-by-night A [pass-like] unseen-things / 

horses-of-the-Nine —> ->{vie) shadowfax. 

They seem to capture a good deal of the information contained in the text. And we can 
use some of the extensions to the basic modal language we already mentioned, to define 
very expressive concepts. For example, if the "purest-breed" are those horses sired by 
Shadowfax or his descendants, using fixed points we define 

purest-breed <-> LFPA'.(shadowfax V [sired-by]X). 

E X A M P L E 1.21. From a different angle, suppose we want to describe a set of structures, 
like for example, full binary trees. We can define in the basic modal language, for any 
B G N a formula <pn such that 

- the size of <pn is quadratic in n. 
- ipn is satisfiable, 

if Ad, w lh ipn, then KA contains as a substructure an isomorphic copy of the binary 
tree of depth n with root w. 

We fix a set {po,... , p n - i } of prepositional symbols, and start by defining the shorthands 
branch(pi) := Opi A 0^pt and store(pi) :— (pi —»• Op{) A (-ipj —>• n->Pj). Then 

^pn := branch(p0) A A O' (branch(pi) A A store(pj)), 
\<i<n 0<j<i 

in which D! abbreviates an j-long sequence of boxes. The formula works as follows. 
Suppose M.m lh ipn. Then, because Olbranch(pi) is satisfied, every node m' reachable 
in i i?-steps from m has two different successors, one forcing p, and one forcing ->;?;. 
But in each .R-step we used the store formula to ensure that the value of Pj for j < i 
is "carried over" into the next state. It is easy to check that the interplay of branch 
and store forces a binary tree of depth n. As an aside, notice that this implies that the 
size of the smallest model satisfying ip„ is exponential in \<pn\. That the basic modal 
language is expressive enough to force big models is a well known fact, see [Marx and 
Venema, 2000] for example, for an up-to-date survey on the topic. 

Modal languages are very well suited to describe graphs as we did above and this, 
together with their effective decision methods, produces a powerful combination. 
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In [Areces et at. 1999b] for example, we use modal languages to encode the transition 
diagrams of simple telephony protocols, together with specific telephony features -
special telephony services like Call Waiting or Call Forwarding. We then formally verify 
that the behavior of a feature does not interfere with the behavior of others in an 
unexpected way. by means of automatic tools. 

EXAMPLE 1.22. Believe it or not. modal logics can also help you to properly set a table 
for a formal dinner. Aiello and van Benthem [1999] discuss modal languages to describe 
topological structures. In this work, topological spaces are used instead of relational 
models and the basic modalities O and D are interpreted as the interior and the closure 
of a region, respectively. When further expressive power is added, the language can 
express betweenness and hence distinguish between the well set table on the left and the 
messy one on the right in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1: Properly setting a table 

In [Aiello et ai, 1999] we use similar ideas to propose an image description language 
and an image retrieval engine. Topological operators are used to describe the relations 
between regions in an image. In addition, further information can be naturally added, 
similarly as how we did in Example 1.20. A query to the image database can then be 
recast as a formula, and the retrieval process transformed into inference: given a query 
tp retrieve all pictures P such that their description 5P implies the query, |= SP —> (p. 

1.5 This Thesis 

The topics discussed in this chapter should give the reader a taste of what is to come. 
As we mentioned before, we will investigate modal systems (broadly conceived) as a 
way to define well behaved fragments. In particular, we will investigate the family of 
systems known as Description Logics which are probably one of the best examples of 
uapplication-driven" formal languages. 

Description logics form a collection of languages that come equipped with effective 
inference methods. These languages were born in the Knowledge Representation com
munity, and this shows in the mixture of theoretical and practical results which is almost 
a hallmark of the literature in the field. These languages are closely related to the basic 
modal language, but they usually add further expressivity depending on the specific 
problem at hand. Systems containing operators like counting, transitive closure, fixed 
points or nominals, to mention some, have been proposed and widely used. In each case, 
effective decision methods have been devised and their complexity carefully analyzed. 
On the other hand, and probably as a result of the fact that many of these languages 
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were introduced to tackle a particular problem, an unifying logical background theory 
to permit for example, the comparison of their respective expressive power, is largely 
missing. In this thesis, we will put forward the claim that hybrid logics, extensions of 
the basic modal language with the ability to explicitly refer to elements in the domain, 
provide such a unifying framework. 

The themes we discussed in this introduction are at the root of the work we will do 
throughout the thesis. If you survived up to here, you are ready to go on. Theorem 1.1 
focused on undecidability and, more generally on complexity of reasoning problems. 
For first-order logic we have only discussed satisfiability and validity, but when moving 
to modal languages we will see different examples of reasoning tasks, in addition to 
these two. We will also touch on different reasoning methods like tableau and resolution 
calculi, and on the advantages and disadvantages of each of them, both from a theoretical 
point of view and in implementations. In Theorem 1.2 we discussed matters related to 
expressive power. This is a core issue, as little is known about ways of comparing 
the expressive power of description languages. The tools here are model comparison 
techniques such as the Ehrenfeucht games, and the central notion of bisimulation (the 
modal counterpart of partial isomorphisms). Finally, with Theorem 1.13 we touched 
on particular meta-logical properties like interpolation and Beth definability, which are 
usually a sign of a "healthy" reasoning system. 

Part II of the thesis, starts by introducing the two different families of languages 
we will study, and concludes by building a bridge between them. Chapter 2 will cover 
Description Logics, while Chapter 3 will introduce Hybrid Logics. Chapter 4, which is 
based on early results in [Areces and de Rijke, 1998], and on the more up to date [Areces 
and de Rijke, 2000], establishes the logical correlation between the two different frame
works. In this chapter we show the strength of the connection between description and 
hybrid languages, and exemplify in detail how results in one of the fields yield interesting 
facts in the other. 

The three chapters in Part III form the core of the thesis, each of them channeling 
results into the logical connections we discuss in Chapter 4. In [Areces et al. 1999c], 
we present a resolution system for modal and description languages. These results are 
discussed in Chapter 5. and the resolution calculus is extended to deal with hybrid 
binders. In Chapter 6 we present the characterization results obtained in [Areces et al., 
2000b]. together with interpolation and definability results for hybrid systems. Chapter 7 
is devoted to (un)decidability and complexity issues. The articles [Areces et al., 2000a] 
and [Areces et al, 1999a] are concerned with sharp undecidability results (what is the 
borderline between decidability and undecidability for very expressive hybrid systems?), 
and with the effect that "hybridization" (the addition of the particular ability to refer to 
states) produces in modal languages from the complexity point of view. These results 
are related to the already known results for certain description languages. The key 
results discussed in Part III of the thesis were obtained in collaboration with Patrick 
Blackburn, Maarten Marx, Hans de Nivelle and Maarten de Rijke. Not only did I learn 
a great deal from them, but also I enjoyed myself immensely during this joint work, and 
I can hardly thank them enough for all the help I've received from them. 

Finally, Part IV concludes with Chapter 8 where we draw our conclusions and point 
to directions of further research. 


